
 

24.961  Contrast  and  Perceptual  Distinctiveness  

[1] Flemming ( 1995,  2004, 2006)  

•	  Auditory  based  features  and  constraints  
•	  Grounded  in  perception  
•	  Explicit  reference  to  paradigmatic  contrast  
•	  Constraints  evaluate  the  distance  between  contrasting  pairs  of  sounds  in perceptual  space  

optimizing for  distinctiveness  of  contrasts  

[2] Markedness  may  depend  on  contrast  (1995)  

•	  For  nonlow vow els,  lip rounding aligns with backness (an enhancement relation): [i-u]  is  
more  distinct  on F2 than  [i-y]  or  [i-ɯ];  

•	  Theories  of  markedness  that  don’t  invoke  contrast  posit  *y,ɯ  »  *i,u  (cf.  Calabrese’s  1995  
Filters)  

•	  Correctly  states  that  a  language  will  choose  /i/  before  /y/  
•	  But  Flemming  claims  that  central  vowels  like  [i]  are only marked  when  compared  to  [i]  and  

[u]  
•	  In  a  system  that lacks  [i]  and  [u]  then  [i] may  be  the  optimal  vowel  on  articulatory  grounds,  

since i t  involves more m inimal  tongue  displacement between  consonants  
•	  Marshallese  is  parade  example  (Choi  1992)   
•	  Vertical  vowel  system  with  front  and  back  and  round  determined  by c onsonants,  which  are  

palatalized and velarized  
•	  Historical  reanalysis  of  Autronesian  five-vowel  system: tjeʌpɯ  < *tepo  
•	  Calabrese  might  argue  that  Marshallese  vowels  are underspecified  for  front  vs.  back  rather  

than  being  central  
•	  What  happens  at  word  edges  or  when  the  vowel  is  long:  do we see a central  vowel  quality 

steady st ate?  Choi  (1992)  states  that long  vowels  have  an  F2  target  but  does  not  say  if  it  is  a  
central  vowel  

[3] dispersion t heory  

•	  An  inventory  of  sounds  is  a  compromise  between  constraints  maximizing  the  distance  
between the  sounds  along  some  auditory  dimension (e.g.  F1,  F2;  voicing  duration in 
consonants)  and  constraints  maximizing the number  of  sounds,  with  articulatory  effort  being  
a third  factor  

•	  Given  a  fixed  auditory  space,  the  more  sounds there  are,  the  smaller th e  distance  between  
them:  cf.  persons in   an  elevator  
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! In the absence of F2-based contrasts, distinctiveness in F2 is irrelevant and minimization 

of effort becomes the key factor governing vowel backness and rounding.

! Least-effort vowel is essentially a smooth transition between preceding and following 

context (Colarusso 1988:307, Choi 1992).

! The same pattern is observed in English vowel reduction: when all vowel qualities are

neutralized in unstressed syllables as in English, the result (‘schwa’) is a vowel that

varies contextually around a high central quality (Flemming 2005).

10. The sensitivity of markedness to contrastive status cannot be accounted for in terms of

segment markedness constraints.

! The constraint ranking, *È >> *u, *i , that would be required to account for the pattern of

preferences observed with back contrasts incorrectly implies that if only one of these

vowels appears, it should be [i] or [u], not a central vowel.

11. Formalizing distinctiveness constraints: ‘Maximize the distinctiveness of contrasts’.

! Sound are located in a multi-dimensional perceptual space where perceptual
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Flemming, Edward. “Contrast and Perceptual Distinctiveness.” In The Phonetic Bases of Markedness. Edited by Bruce Hayes,
Robert Kirchner, and Donca Steriade. Cambridge University Press, 2004. © Cambridge University Press. This content is
excluded         from our Creative Commons license. For more information, see  http://ocw.mit.edu/help/faq-fair-use/.

! Perceptual dimensions are n-ary features. Vowels are specified by feature matrices: [F1 1,

F2 6, …].

4 

! MINDIST constraints impose the preference for contrasts between front unrounded and 

back rounded vowels.

! If there is no F2 contrast then these constraints are irrelevant (cf. vertical vowel

inventories).

16. Differences on multiple dimensions can combine to contribute to the overall distinctiveness

of a contrast.

! E.g. VOT, release burst intensity, preceding vowel duration, f0 at voice onset all

contribute to stop voicing contrasts.
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•	 Candidate d is winner in second tableau; by moving Max Contrasts up (leftward) in the 
MinDist hierarchy, we derive more vowels but at the cost of closer spacing; by moving down 
(rightward) we derive fewer vowels but with larger spacing 

•	 Korean has /i/ vs. /ɨ/ vs. /u/ while Japanese has /i/ vs. /u/ (though /u/ is phonetically 
quite front, at least in Tokyo dialect; if it really is /ɯ/ then we would have to appeal to 
articulatory effort to choose /ɯ/ over the auditorily more optimal /u/. One the other hand, 
phonologically Jap /u/ patterns with labials, causing /h/ to be realized as [ɸ]). Perhaps F3 is 
relevant; see discussion of Cantonese below. 

Vowel height (F1) 

• Standard Italian (i,u, e,o,ɛ,ɔ,a) arises from ranking MinDist F1:2 » Max Contr » MinDistF1:3 

Flemming, Edward. “Contrast and Perceptual Distinctiveness.” In The Phonetic Bases of Markedness. Edited by Bruce Hayes,
Robert Kirchner, and Donca Steriade. Cambridge University Press, 2004. © Cambridge University Press. This content is
excluded from our Creative Commons license. For more information, see . 

•	 Spanish demotes Max Contrast for greater dispersion: MinDist F1:3 » Max Contr »  

MinDistF1:4  

Flemming, Edward. “Contrast and Perceptual Distinctiveness.” In The Phonetic Bases of Markedness. Edited by Bruce Hayes,
Robert Kirchner, and Donca Steriade. Cambridge University Press, 2004. © Cambridge University Press. This content is
excluded from our Creative Commons license. For more information, see http://ocw.mit.edu/help/faq-fair-use/.

•	 Arabic {i,u,a} 

•	 In unstressed syllables Standard Italian seven vowels reduce to five, with loss of the 
distinction between open and closed mid vowels 

[4] neutralization of contrasts 

Flemming, Edward. “Contrast and Perceptual Distinctiveness.” In The Phonetic Bases of Markedness. Edited by Bruce Hayes,
Robert Kirchner, and Donca Steriade. Cambridge University Press, 2004. © Cambridge University Press. This content is
excluded from our Creative Commons license. For more information, see http://ocw.mit.edu/help/faq-fair-use/.
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•	 EF sees this as a response to increased artic effort that would be required to realize vowels in 
shorter time span of unstressed syllables 

•	 Chief evidence is that low vowel /a/ is raised to [ɐ]; this encroaches on the vowel space; if 
the same Min-Dist and Artic effort constraints that define the stressed vowel/lexical 
inventory are imposed, then the number of distinctions decreases since the grammar now 
chooses the five-vowel system 

Flemming, Edward. “Contrast and Perceptual Distinctiveness.” In The Phonetic Bases of Markedness. Edited by Bruce Hayes,
Robert Kirchner, and Donca Steriade. Cambridge University Press, 2004. © Cambridge University Press. This content is
excluded from our Creative Commons license. For more information, see http://ocw.mit.edu/help/faq-fair-use/.

[5] Dispersion and enhancement (Flemming 2006) 

•	 If dispersion constraints can freely interact with faithfulness and markedness constraints 
then the model over-generates: the inventory of contrasting segments should vary with 
context and targeted enhancement repairs should be able to rescue contrasts that are 
challenged by context (e.g. adding a schwa to final voiced obstruents). Another problem is 
an infinite regress: “the wellformedness of a candidate word [pad] might depend on whether 
or not [pat] is a possible word. But to determine whether [pat] is a possible word, we have 
to determine whether or not is statisfies MinDist constraints, requiring it to be adequately 
distinct from its neighbors, and so on”. 

•	 EF’s claim is that we don’t in general find these effects and the only response to a 
nonoptimal contrast is neutralization: in unstressed syllables distinctions are lost and the set 
of vowels shrinks rather than shifts (e.g. by introducing length); the only response to final 
voiced obstruents is devoicing (loss of contrast towards articulatorily less effortful sound) 

•	 Proposal is to restrict the role of dispersion constraints to defining the phonemic inventory 
that encodes the lexicon and as a final “quality check” on the output of the input-output 
mapping in the ESC (Evaluation of Surface Contrast) module; in particular, dispersion 
constraints cannot interact with (be ranked with) the markedness and faithfulness 
constraints that define the input-output mapping. 

4 
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Given an inventory of contrasting segments, the goal is to realize the full inventory of

contrasts in all contexts. So possible underlying forms consist of all sequences of segments from

the inventory and the goal is to realize these underlying forms faithfully. In some cases

underlying contrasts are neutralized because they cannot be realized with sufficient

distinctiveness in a particular context, as in final neutralization of obstruent voicing contrasts.

Following Flemming (2002), we will analyze the restriction on front rounded vowels in

Cantonese in similar terms. Coarticulation with an adjacent labial renders [i] too similar to front

rounded [y], so the contrast is neutralized in this context. In both cases the evaluation of

distinctiveness must apply to the surface realizations of the contrasts in order to take contextual

effects such as labial coarticulation into account. However, MINDIST and MAXIMIZE CONTRASTS

must not interact freely with contextual markedness constraints if we are to account for the

relative stability of inventories across contexts. Reconciling these two generalizations motivates

the distinction between Realization and Evaluation of Surface Contrasts (ESC). The Realization

component maps an input string onto its phonetic realization while the ESC assesses the

distinctiveness of contrasts based on these phonetic realizations. The Realization component

incorporates the contextual markedness constraints that motivate contextual variation in the

realization of contrasts but does not include MINDIST constraints. The MINDIST constraints

evaluate the outputs of Realization in ESC but cannot directly influence the realization of a given

input.

The application of this model to neutralization of front rounding contrasts is illustrated by

the tableaux in (15) and (16). It is easier to se ethe overall structure of the analysis by

considering ESC first and then turn to the details of Realization.

To evaluate the distinctiveness of contrasts it is necessary to consider a target input in

relation to a set of minimally contrasting inputs. This set must at least contain all input forms that

differ from the target by changing, inserting or deleting a single segment, but generally must

contain additional forms as will be discussed further below. Here we are interested in the input

/pyn/ with a front rounded vowel adjacent to a labial. The contrast set for this input includes

inputs that differ in vowel quality, /pin, pun/. The candidates in ESC specify the fates of the

members of the contrast se, as illustrated in tableau (X). Each input form from the contrast set

may be realized or neutralized with a neighboring form. For example, /pin/ and /pyn/ can remain

distinct, or /pyn/ can be mapped onto /pin/. Neutralizations are indicated in the tableau by

showing in each candidate which input forms are distinguished, with subscripts indicating which

forms are merged (if any). The tableau shows three candidate realizations of the contrast set. In

(a) all members remain distinct while in (b) and (c) the contrast between /pin/ and /pyn/ is

neutralized. In candidate (b) both are mapped onto /pin/ and in (c) both are mapped onto /pyn/.

14

The ESC employs the same ranking of MINDIST constraints as the Inventory – there is no re-

ranking of constraints between components, although only certain classes of constraints apply in

each component. The initial hypothesis is that *MERGE also occupies the same place in the

ranking as MAXIMIZE CONTRASTS. This implies that the minimum level of distinctiveness that is

acceptable for a contrast in the inventory should also be the threshold below which a surface

contrast is neutralized. In the analysis above, the smallest acceptable F3 contrast must have a

distinctiveness of F3:2 since MINDIST = F3:2 ranks just above MAXIMIZE CONTRASTS (14). If

*MERGE occupies the same position as MAXIMIZE CONTRASTS in the ranking of MINDIST

constraints, any contextual influence that would reduce the distinctiveness of an F3 contrast

below F3:2 should result in neutralization of that contrast, as above. We will see some evidence

that *MERGE may be allowed to rank higher than MAXIMIZE CONTRASTS which would mean that

the level of distinctiveness required for a contrast to be included in the inventory is higher than

the level that is demanded of surface contrasts. This allows some leeway for contrasts to fall

below their canonical level of distinctiveness without being neutralized. This might well be

necessary to account for cases in which contrasts are retained even in environments where their

distinctiveness seems to be significantly reduced. Padgett and Tabain (2005) provide evidence

that this is true of Russian vowel quality contrasts: unstressed vowels are less distinct in F1-F2

space than stressed vowels. Another possible case is discussed in section 8 below.

The inventory-based model avoids the problematic prediction that inventories should be

highly contextually-variable. Taking the example of the preceding analysis, we can see that these

constraints cannot derive the unattested variant pattern according to which central vowels are

substituted for front rounded vowels adjacent to labials. Non-low central vowels are nor part of

the basic inventory so they cannot appear in underlying representations. Realization will not map

an input front rounded vowel onto a central vowel because that would involve a violation of

faithfulness that is not motivated by an markedness constraint that is active in Realization (cf.

17). In ESC, violation of MINDIST constraints can only be avoided by neutralizing a contrast, not

by reorganizing contrasts, so the contrast between [i] and [y] can be neutralized adjacent to

•	  In  the  ECS  there  are  (apparently) j ust the  MindDist  constraints  and  a  general  *Merger  
constraint  

[6]  Example  from  Cantonese:  

high vowels:  i   y      u   
UG space:     

F2  5  4  3  2  1  
 i  y  ɨ  ʉ  u  

F3  4  3  2  1   
 i  ɨ  y,u  ɹ   

constraint  ranking  for  inventory  

 
(14)  MINDIST= MAXIMIZE MINDIST= MINDIST= 

F2:2 CONTRASTS F2:3 F2:4  
or F3:2 or F3:3 

a. i ! u !!! **! ** 

b. ! i y u !!! * ** 

c. i y ! u *! !!!! *** ***** 

d. i y " u *! !!!! *** ***** 

e. i u !!! 

•	  front rounded  vowels fo und  after d entals a nd  velars  but  not  labials:  ti,  tu,  ty;  ki,  ku,  ky  but  
pi,  pu,  *py  

•	  could  be  repaired  by  shift  to  a  new  phoneme  (/py/  -> pɨ) but  this is in  general  not  found;  
only merger  to [i]  

•	  in  input-output  mapping there  is  coarticulation of  /i/  with  /p/  creating a  vowel  [iβ]  that  is  
too  close  to  /y/  and  the  response  is to   neutralize  the  [iB] - [y] contrast; the outcome is  
determined by  lowering  ranking  dispersion constraint  maximizing  distance  from  [u]  and  
choosing  [i]  

(17)  Realization: 
/pin/ *LABIAL IDENT(F2) IDENT(F3) 

COARTICULATION 

a. pin *! 

 b. !  pi!n * 
 c. p"!n **! *** 

(18)  ESC: 
/pyn1, pin2, pun3/ MINDIST= *MERGE MINDIST= MINDIST= 

F2:2 F2:3 F2:4 
or F3:2 or F3:3  

/pyn1, pin
a. 

2, pun3/ 
! *!  * ** 

pyn1 pi n2 pun3 

!        /pin / 
b. 

1,2, pun3

! *  
pi n1,2 pun3 

/pyn , pun
c. 

1,2 3/ 
*  *! 

pyn1,2 pun3 

5 
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pattern I call ‘mixed’, heterorganic and homorganic pairs pattern differ-
ently. ‘T-K’ stands for any pair of heterorganic consonants, while ‘T-T’
stands for any pair of homorganic consonants; the apostrophe here stands

or implosive.

T’-T’ *T’-T T-T

Co-occurrence restrictions on laryngeal features have various forms,
which at first glance seem to be contradictory. Assimilatory and dis-
similatory restrictions are opposites – what is prohibited in one type of
language is precisely what is required in another. Mixed restriction lan-
guages are particularly puzzling, because the antagonistic requirements to
assimilate and dissimilate coexist in different corners of the same lan-
guage. This puzzling array of restrictions is understandable if markedness
constraints evaluate contrasts between sets of roots in a language instead of
individual forms.

The argument in this paper is that laryngeal co-occurrence restrictions
are a unified phenomenon, and are best understood when the perceptual
properties of laryngeal contrasts between roots are taken into account. The
paper presents experimental support for a hierarchy of perceptual dis-
tinctness of laryngeal contrasts among roots, and develops an analysis of
laryngeal co-occurrence restrictions based on systemic markedness con-
straints projected from this hierarchy. The central idea is that laryngeal
co-occurrence restrictions are not prohibitions against certain configura-
tions of laryngeal features, but rather are restrictions on the perceptual
distinctness of contrasts among possible roots in a language. The operative
constraints in laryngeal co-occurrence restrictions are not standard
Optimality Theory (OT; Prince & Smolensky 1993) markedness con-
straints. Rather, they are systemic constraints that evaluate the marked-
ness of the set of possible contrasts in a language. This approach follows
much previous work integrating systemic contrast markedness into
phonological theory, including Contrast Preservation Theory (Kubowicz
2003) and the Dispersion Theory of Contrast (Flemming 1995, 2006,
Padgett 2003, Sanders 2003, Nı́ Chiosáin & Padgett 2009).

The paper is organised as follows. The typology of laryngeal co-
occurrence restrictions is laid out in w2, and w3 outlines the contrast
markedness approach to the phenomenon. w4 reports the results of a per-
ception experiment testing an individual’s ability to distinguish laryngeal
contrasts between pairs of roots. The analysis of laryngeal co-occurrence
restrictions with systemic markedness is given in w5, building on the re-
sults of the perception experiment. w6 compares the systemic markedness
approachwith previous analyses of laryngeal restrictions, and w7 concludes.

436 Gillian Gallagher

for [F], then they do not minimally di‰er in [F].

e

y
in a single instance of [F].

LARDIST(2v1)-[F] penalises a minimal contrast in a given laryngeal
feature between two roots each of which contains another segment speci-
fied for that feature. LARDIST(1v0)-[F] is more general ; it penalises a
minimal contrast in a given laryngeal feature between two roots each of

3 LARDIST constraints could also be formalised in the somewhat more familiar terms
of MINDIST (Flemming 1995, 2004). Under this formulation, laryngeal features are
defined as points on some auditory dimension, and systemic markedness constraints
require contrasting forms to differ in a certain amount on this dimension. The
distance between an ejective and a plain stop is smaller in words with another
ejective than in words with another plain stop, and thus is penalised by a higher-
ranked MINDIST constraint.
LARDIST constraints are formulated to refer only to roots. More general versions

of these constraints referring to the word may be necessary in languages that show
alternations. In Ofo (MacEachern 1999), a co-occurrence restriction on pairs of
aspirates triggers alternations, e.g. /oskha+afha/E[oskafha] ‘the white or American
egret’.

minimal contrast in a given laryngeal feature between two roots each of

3 LARDIST constraints could also be formalised in the somewhat more familiar terms
of MINDIST (Flemming 1995, 2004). Under this formulation, laryngeal features are
defined as points on some auditory dimension, and systemic markedness constraints
require contrasting forms to differ in a certain amount on this dimension. The
distance between an ejective and a plain stop is smaller in words with another
ejective than in words with another plain stop, and thus is penalised by a higher-
ranked MINDIST constraint.
LARDIST constraints are formulated to refer only to roots. More general versions

of these constraints referring to the word may be necessary in languages that show
alternations. In Ofo (MacEachern 1999), a co-occurrence restriction on pairs of
aspirates triggers alternations, e.g. /oskha+afha/E[oskafha] ‘the white or American
egret’.

require contrasting forms to differ in a certain amount on this dimension. The
distance between an ejective and a plain stop is smaller in words with another
ejective than in words with another plain stop, and thus is penalised by a higher-
ranked MINDIST constraint.
LARDIST constraints are formulated to refer only to roots. More general versions

of these constraints referring to the word may be necessary in languages that show
alternations. In Ofo (MacEachern 1999), a co-occurrence restriction on pairs of
aspirates triggers alternations, e.g. /oskha+afha/E[oskafha] ‘the white or American
egret’.

 
Gallagher  (2010)  

•	  two  types o f cross-linguistic root co-occurrence  constraints  on laryngeally marked  
consonants  such  as  ejectives   

•	  dissimilatory:  C’VCV,  CVC’V,  CVCV,  *C’VC’V  (cf.  Lyman’s  Law i n Japanese)  
•	  assimilatory (less  common):  *C’VCV,  CVC’V,  CVCV,  *C’VC’V ( Chaha)  
•	  Repair  of  dissimilation  eliminates  second  ejective;  repair  of  assimilation  eliminates  C’VC  by 

distributing  ejection through  the  root  

 
 

	 
      

(1) a. dissimilation *T’-K’ T’-K T-K  
*T’-T’ T’-T T-T  

b. assimilation T’-K’ *T’-K T-K  
T’-T’ *T’-T T-T  

c. mixed *T’-K’ T’-K T-K
 

Gilliana.  ShusGallagherwap:  kw’alt   ‘to  stagger’  qet’  ‘to hoist’  kwup ‘to push’  qmut  ‘hat  

The constraints
b.  Chaha:  ji-t’ək’ir  ‘he  hides’  ji-kəft  ‘he  opens     *C’VC  or  CVC’  

co-occurrence restrictions reflect asymmetries in the perceptual
Gallagher, Gillian. “Perceptual Distinctness and Long-Distance Laryngeal Restrictions.” Phonology 27, no. 3 (2010),
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(26)

™

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

*****
**
***
*

*
*

**!
*!

*!

{k’ap’i, k’api, kap’i, kapi}
{k’ap’i, k’api, kapi}
{k’api, kap’i, kapi}
{k’ap’i, k’api}
{k’ap’i, kapi}
{k’api, kap’i}
{k’api, kapi}
{k’ap’i}
{k’api}
{kapi}

{/k’ap’i, k’api, kap’i, kapi/} LarDist
(2v1)-[ej]

Ident
[ej]

LarDist
(1v0)-[ej]

H-LarDist
(1v0)-[ej]

*
*
**
**!
**!
**!

**!**
**!**
**!**

Shuswap: dissimilation in ejection (heterorganic)

In (26), the sets of contrasting forms {[k’ap’i, k’api]} and {[k’ap’i, kap’i]}
violate the highest-ranked constraint, LARDIST(2v1)-[ejective], thus
eliminating candidates (a), (b) and (d). These violations of LARDIST(2v1)-
[ejective] can be resolved either by eliminating the form with two
ejectives, [k’ap’i], as in candidate (c), or by eliminating both forms with a
single ejective [k’api] and [kap’i], as in candidate (e). Candidate (c) is
preferred over candidate (e) by IDENT[ejective], despite the three vio-
lations of lower-ranked LARDIST(1v0) incurred by the pairs {[k’api,
kapi]}, {[kap’i, kapi]} and {[k’api, kap’i]}. Like candidate (e), candidates
(f)–(j) satisfy highest-ranked LARDIST(2v1)-[ejective], but incur excessive
violations of faithfulness, and are thus eliminated by high-ranking
IDENT[ejective]. The tableau in (27) shows the evaluation of contrasting
pairs with homorganic stops. With H-LARDIST(1v0)-[ejective] low-
ranked, dissimilation holds regardless of place of articulation.

Perceptual distinctness and long-distance laryngeal restrictions 461

kat’i]}, {[k’ati, kati]}, {[kat’i, kati]} and {[k’ati, kat’i]}, eliminating can-
didates (a)–(d), (f) and (g). Candidate (c), which shows dissimilation, loses
due to the contrasts {[k’ati, kati]}, {[kat’i, kati]} and {[k’ati, kat’i]}.
Candidates (e) and (h)–(j) all satisfy LARDIST(1v0), but candidate
(e) preserves two forms instead of one, and is thus preferred by
IDENT[ejective]. The formulation of LARDIST(1v0) to penalise positional
contrasts is crucial to the analysis of assimilation, as candidates (e) and (f)
do equally well on faithfulness and low-ranking LARDIST(2v1).

The tableau in (33) shows that assimilation also results when hom-
organic pairs of stops are considered.

LARDIST(1v0)-[ejective] forces neutralisation of contrasts in ejection in
roots with other voiceless stops, but not other voiced stops, as can be seen
in the tableau in (34). Here, all combinations of ejective, voiceless and
voiced stops are evaluated in parallel. The contrasts {k’adi, kadi} and
{gat’i, gati} are not ruled out by LARDIST(1v0), because [g d] bear the
feature [voice] and thus cannot contrast for [ejective].

(34)

™

a.

b.

c.

d.

***!****

*!**

{k’at’i, k’ati, kat’i, k’adi, gat’i,
gati, kadi, gadi, kati}

{k’at’i, kat’i, k’adi, gat’i, gati,
kadi, gadi, kati}

{k’at’i, k’adi, gat’i, gati, kadi,
gadi, kati}

{k’at’i, gati, kadi, gadi, kati}

{/k’at’i, k’ati, kat’i, k’adi, gat’i,
gati, kadi, gadi, kati/}

LarDist
(1v0)-[ej]

Ident
[ej]

LarDist
(2v1)-[ej]

H-LarDist
(1v0)-[ej]

*

**

***!*

Chaha: no assimilation between ejectives and voiced stops

(27) Shuswap: dissimilation in ejection (homorganic) 

{/k’ak’i, k’aki, kak’i, kaki/} LarDist Ident LarDist H-LarDist 
(2v1)-[ej] [ej] (1v0)-[ej] (1v0)-[ej] 

Gilliana. {k’ak’i, k’aki, kak’i, kaki} Gallagher **! ***** ***** 
™ b. {k’aki, k’aki, kaki} * *** *** 

c. {k’ak’i, kaki} **! 
Gallagher, Gillian. “Perceptual Distinctness and Long-Distance Laryngeal Restrictions.” Phonology

 
 27, no. 3 (2010),

435-80.© Cambridge University Press. This content is excluded from our Creative Commons license. For more
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analysis of Shuswap in (26) and (27) is a specific instantiation of the

•	  tyrankingpo:  b  is { schemak’aki,  kafork’i, dissimilation kaki}  : LARDIST(2v1)-[F]7IDENT[F]
7LARD

	 if 
IST
a  p

(1v0)-[F],
air o f roots e

H-L
 ac

AR
 h
D

 h av
IST

• e a
(1v0)-[F]. Given this ranking, neutral-

isation of the weakest contrast (2 vs .n 1) ejeisctivrequired.e  then  thNeutralisingey  cannot cothentra2st vsm. 1inimally  by  virtue  of the  
contrastprtoeseformsnce  or  withabsenconee  of laryngeal ejection: feature excludeallowss  C’VC’forV  vsthree.  C’VCcontrastingV  
(33) forms,Chaha: assimilation in ejection (homorganic) as opposed to the two-way contrast that results from neutralisation
to a form with two laryngeal features. When homorganic and heterorganic

{/k’ak’i, k’aki, kak’i, kaki/} LarDist Ident LarDist H-LarDist 
(1v0)-[ej] [ej] (2v1)-[ej] (1v0)-[ej] 

a. {k’ak’i, k’aki, kak’i, kaki} *!**** ** ***** 
b. {k’aki, kak’i, kaki} *!** * *** 

™ c. {k’ak’i, kaki} ** 

Gallagher, Gillian. “Perceptual Distinctness and Long-Distance Laryngeal Restrictions.” 
  
Phonology 27, no. 3 (2010),

435-80.© Cambridge University Press. This content is excluded from our Creative Commons license. For more
information, see http://ocw.mit.edu/help/faq-fair-use/.

•  if a  pair o f roots d iffer in   ejection  then  they  must differ in   ejection  maximally,  i.e.  at each  C  

A major  question  these  appeals to   systemic  contrast constraints m ust face  is w hat is th e  candidate  set 
over  which  the  constraints  are  operating?  This  remains  an  outstanding  research question.   
----- 

Choi,  John.  1992.  Phonetic  underspecification  and  target  interpolation:  an  acoustic  study  of  
Marshallese  vowel  allophony.  UCLA  Working Papers  in Phonetics  82  

Clements, G.N. 2003. Feature Economy. Phonology 20, 287-333.  
Flemming,  Edward (1995,  2002).  Auditory  Representations  in  Phonology. Garland Press,  New  York   
Flemming,  Edward (2004).  Contrast  and  perceptual  distinctiveness.  Bruce  Hayes,  Robert  
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quisition o f  voiced s tops:  The cases  of  Greek  and Jap anese.  Journal  
of  Phonetics  40,  725-44.   
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Theory  21.1,  39-87.   

Appendix  on  [voice]  

Various  phonologists  (Iverson,  Ringen,  Jessen,  Vaux,  and  others) a rgue  that the  Germanic  languages  
differ  in the  feature  that  contrasts  /p,t,k/  vs.  /b,d,g/:  English,  German [spread gl],  Dutch  [voice].  
This  position  is  critiqued  by  Kingston  and  Lahiri  (K&L).  

•	  proponents  of  [spread gl]  point  to the  fact  that  in many contexts  there is  no phonetically 
observed voicing and therefore  this  is  prima  facie  evidence  that  [spread gl]  is  distinctive  

•	  K&L  term  this  an  “essentialist”  view  of  a  feature:  this  is  a  core  set  of  phonetic  correlates  that  
should  appear in  every re alization  [±F] o f the  feature  (cf.  structuralists invariance  condition  
on phonemes). They deny this, at least for [voice], claiming that a voicing contrast can be  
implemented  by  a  variety  of phonetic  gestures whose d istribution  and  magnitude  vary  
according to  context  and  no  one gesture has  privileged  status.  What  unites  them  is  a  
perceptual  integration.  

•	  voicing in  sonorants,  stops,  and  fricatives  is  phonetically diverse but  yet  they pattern  as  a 
natural  class  for  the  past  tense  and plural  allomorphs  in English  (assumes  z  and d are  not  the  
defaults).   

•	  passive  voicing  is  really  actively  and purposely  produced  
•	  perceptual  integration to give  an “intermediate  perceptual  property” IPP.  Performed  by  the  

auditory system  and  can  occur  even  when  sound  in  not  heard  as  speech: low frequency of  F0 
(and  F1) with  vocal  fold  vibration  and  duration  of  consonant  with  preceding vowel  duration.  

•	  permits  a  more  abstract  view  of  a  distinctive  feature;  so apparently  VOT  will  integrate  with 
high F0  to  define  the  voiceless  value  signaling  the  open  glottis  gesture  in  the  adjacent  vowel.   
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